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Abstract This article analyzes how individuals use affect as a resource to negotiate judgments
of appropriateness in situations where they or others feel sexualized. It draws from two years of
participant observation at a sensual figure drawing session in an erotic arts club—where bodily
exposure was heightened and social norms regarding sexualization were ambiguous—as well
as in-depth interviews with the club’s artists, models, and owners. It argues that
somatic security and somatic insecurity, individuals’ comfort or unease with how they
perceive others to interact with their bodies through talk and bodily comportment, mediate
sexualized interactions. Extending sociological studies of sexualization in interaction, it reveals
that these affective states, which arise out of situational dynamics, form a foundation of
comfort/unease toward others and assurance/shame with oneself. Individuals use these affective
experiences to judge and justify future interactions as appropriate or inappropriate and develop
relationships with others.
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Symbolic interaction

Whether in private or public space, dressed or undressed, the body is an omnipresent feature of
face-to-face interaction, as individuals cannot detach themselves from their bodies. Accordingly,
individuals can never fully foreclose the possibility that others may sexualize their bodies in
interaction or that they may be perceived as sexualizing their own or others’ bodies in interaction.
In many social settings, individuals are accustomed to treating others’ bodies with Bcivil
inattention^ (Goffman 1963) by avoiding talk about the body, physical contact, and prolonged
gaze on others’ bodies (Scott 2010). However, other situations, such as interactions that partic-
ipants perceive as sexual or potentially sexual, call for civil attention to the body (Grazian 2008;
Green 2014). While there are always gaps between perceived social norms, as subsequent
situations never completely mirror previous ones (Wittgenstein 1953/2009), sexual scripts
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(Gagnon and Simon 1973) have notoriously wide gaps, where individuals often communicate
sexualized meanings implicitly and ambiguously (Tavory 2009). The gaps provide a wedge to
analyze how individuals actively negotiate judgments of appropriateness and behave accordingly
in sexualized interactions.

This article draws on a two-year ethnography of a private erotic arts club, focusing on a
weekly sensual figure drawing class, as well as interviews with the artists, models, and club
owners. In the absence of explicit rules of conduct, models and artists worked to portray and
communicate appreciation for sensuality, while distancing themselves from pornographic
content. The article explores judgments of appropriateness relating to the sexualization of
individuals’ own and others’ bodies, as communicated through talk about the body (i.e. direct
and implicit references to one’s own and others’ bodies in interaction) and bodily comportment
(i.e. movements and gestures, proximity to others, physical contact with others, and bodily
adornments) in face-to-face interaction. It examines how individuals judge others’ actions as
appropriate or inappropriate sexualizations of their own and others’ bodies, how individuals
judge their own actions as appropriate or inappropriate sexualizations of their own and others’
bodies, and how individuals adapt their own actions according to their understandings of
others’ judgments of appropriateness. Sexualization refers to a broad continuum of perceptions
and inclinations toward others, rooted in socialization, that include sensual moods, erotic
appreciations, and desires for physical sexual interactions (Green 2008).

Individuals rely on what I call somatic security and somatic insecurity, hereafter referred to
as somatic (in)security when discussed collectively, to judge and justify others’ actions as
appropriate or inappropriate. I define somatic security as individuals’ comfort with how they
perceive others to interact with their bodies through talk and bodily comportment in a social
setting, and somatic insecurity as individuals’ unease with how they perceive others to interact
with their bodies through talk and bodily comportment in a social setting. Somatic (in)security
is an affective state arising out of and directed toward others in interaction. Affect is analytically
distinct from emotion, as it refers to embodied positive or negative feelings towards an object
(Turner and Stets 2006), which individuals convert into emotions by cognitively labeling these
feelings in accordance with collective understandings (Gould 2009). When individuals interact
with others, they may experience somatic (in)security as a prickle on the back of the neck or a
warm sensation. These experiences become mobilized in interaction when individuals interpret
and communicate them as collectively understood emotions. While I refer to somatic
(in)security as an affective state, individuals constantly slide along the analytic continuum
between affect and emotion.

When an individual feels comfort or unease toward another, he or she experiences somatic
(in)security toward that person. An individual’s comfort or unease toward others can engender
comfort or unease with the broader social setting within which these interactions take place;
conversely, an individual’s comfort or unease in a social setting can provoke comfort or unease
toward particular others. Individuals also view their own bodies through the Blooking-glass^ of
others’ imagined eyes (Cooley 1902; Waskul and Vannini 2006). They feel somatic
(in)security toward their perceived selves, refracted through their interactions with others,
which they experience as assurance or shame.

The concept of somatic (in)security contributes to sociological research on sexualized
interactions by explaining the role of affect in negotiating judgments of appropriateness.
Somatic (in)security mediates judgments of appropriateness concerning sexualization in inter-
action. Individuals’ perceptions of situational norms and social categories influence experi-
ences of somatic (in)security. As individuals interact with others over time, they develop
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affective orientations toward these individuals, priming their experiences of somatic
(in)security in future interactions. Individuals are aware that others access experiences of
somatic (in)security in this way, so they work to elicit others’ affective orientations
of comfort toward themselves.Within these interactions, individuals also rely on experiences of
somatic (in)security to judge and justify their and others’ actions as appropriate or inappropriate.
There is a bidirectional relationship between experiences of somatic (in)security and interac-
tional dynamics, through which individuals make judgments of appropriateness. Affect is not
only a response to judgments of appropriateness based on interactional dynamics, but is also a
resource for developing relationships in which others judge one’s interactions as appropriate as
well as for judging and justifying one’s interactions with others as appropriate or inappropriate.

Theoretical Framework: Sexual Scripts and Affective Experience

Sociologists studying gender and sexuality have applied Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical
approach to explain how individuals maintain a mutual sense of appropriateness regarding
sexualization in various settings. Individuals negotiate these interactions with reference to
Bsexual scripts,^ prior scenarios that offer narratives of the sexual situation and provide
guidelines for appropriate behaviors (Gagnon and Simon 1973). In everyday public life as
well as in particular social situations in which the body is physically exposed—including nude
beaches and nudist resorts (Bell and Holliday 2000; Douglas et al. 1977; Weinberg 1967),
gynecological exams (Emerson 1970), locker rooms (Scott 2010), and traditional figure
drawing classes (Phillips 2006)—the sexualized definition of the situation is Bbracketed out^
(Goffman 1974). This is done by temporally and spatially sequestering a space where nudity is
generally recognized as acceptable and defining the Bappropriate^ gaze as the desexualized
artistic gaze, medicalized gaze, or naturalizing gaze (Cover 2003). The sexual definition of the
situation is Bbracketed in^ to various extents during sexual intercourse (Davis 1983) or in the
Bsexual fields^ of public and semi-public spaces, including bars, nightclubs, strip clubs,
swingers’ resorts, and parties (Grazian 2008; Green 2014). In these cases, sociologists discuss
individuals as experiencing affective states of assurance/shame with themselves or comfort/
unease toward others as a result of their recognition that they and others have successfully or
unsuccessfully followed situational norms regarding how much sexualization is permissible.

Sociologists not only view individuals’ affective states as reactive to sexual scripts, but also
as an element of these scripts. Hochschild’s (1979) concept of Bemotion work^ reveals that,
after individuals recognize the socially acceptable affective orientations and emotional displays
in a particular situation, they work to correct their affective orientations and emotional displays
accordingly. Sociologists have applied Hochschild’s theory of this gendered emotion work to
women’s interactions with sexual partners and clients in various sexual fields, such as sex
work and stripping, to show how women feign intimacy toward clients in their emotional
displays, while affectively distancing themselves from clients (Barton 2007; Fishman 1978;
Pinsky and Levey 2015). In these analyses, individuals view affect as a risk to be managed in
interaction, as they and others may perceive their affective orientations and emotional displays
regarding sexualizations of themselves and others as inappropriate.

Sociologists theorize affect as an aspect of and a reaction to sexual scripts; however, they
also recognize the incompleteness of these scripts. Sexual encounters are often Bloose
situations,^ because there are wide gaps between norms (Goffman 1963) and because norms
regarding sexualization are often tacit (Scott 2009; Tavory 2009). Other sexualized interactions
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are guided by more explicit rules, followed to varying degrees, such as strip clubs’ rules
prohibiting touching and interaction outside of clubs between dancers and clients (Frank 2005;
Lewis 2009); yet, even in more tightly regulated sexual practices, in which written contracts
stipulating what can and cannot be done during sex play is common practice, these scripts are
always partial, necessitating improvisation rather than line following. For example, Newmahr
(2011) recounts how, in one incident, her partner followed all of the explicit rules of BDSM
play, but unintentionally offended the author by tossing her clothing to her at the culmination
of play in a seemingly careless gesture, which she deemed to signal a lack of respect. In
sexualized interactions, merely following scripts is insufficient for being judged by others as
acting appropriately.

Sociologists have accounted for the gaps within sexual scripts by examining how individ-
uals’ relationships with others and themselves shape interactions. They have shown that
individuals judge their own and others’ bodily comportment and talk about the body as
appropriate or inappropriate within the context of relationships with particular others. For
example, in group circuit training workouts, individuals have more physical interaction with
others and leeway in discussing others’ bodies with those with whom they are more familiar
(Crossley 2004). Therefore, individuals not only rely on their generalized understandings of
appropriate bodily comportment and talk about the body in group workout settings, but also on
past experiences of their interactions with particular others in this setting.

Taken together, previous research reveals that interactions are inhabited by situational
norms, which are adapted by developing relationships toward particular others in interaction.
However, it conceives of affective responses as reactions to understandings of individualized
relationships within particular social contexts, failing to explain how individuals attend to their
own and others’ affective reactions in guiding interactional work and interpreting interactions
as appropriate or inappropriate. I introduce the term somatic (in)security to reveal how affect
mediates interactions concerning sexualization. I argue that individuals’ affective states of
comfort/unease and assurance/shame concerning sexualization are not merely reactive to
situational dynamics and norms, nor do individuals only interact with their affective states in
order to display appropriate emotions to themselves and others. Rather, individuals also use
affect as a resource, as they draw upon their affective states to judge and justify experiences as
appropriate or inappropriate and to engage in future interactions in which participants feel
mutually comfortable with each other.

In agreement with the dramaturgical approach, I argue that individuals make
judgments of appropriateness based on their understandings of situational norms and
that they experience affective experiences of comfort/unease toward others and assur-
ance/shame with themselves accordingly. However, the concept of somatic (in)security builds
on this approach by showing that as individuals interact in particular settings with particular
others over time, they develop orientations of comfort/unease toward others. These affective
orientations form the basis for judging the interaction as appropriate or inappropriate
and strengthen or undermine individuals’ previously established affective orientations
toward others. Judgments of appropriateness, based on individual relationships developed on
the background of social scripts, elicit somatic (in)security; in turn, somatic (in)security is used
to judge and justify future interactions as appropriately or inappropriately sexualized. Through
this process, individuals perceive others as safe or suspect. Using this concept, we can extend
analysis of cases such as BDSM play. In Newmahr’s (2011) aforementioned example, the
author could not point to any rule that her partner had broken; yet, she judged the interaction as
inappropriate based on her affective response of unease. Moreover, this moment of somatic
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insecurity may have impacted the author’s affective orientation toward her partner, shaping
future sexualized interactions.

Furthermore, I argue that individuals assess others’ experiences of somatic (in)security so as
to develop relationships of comfort with others and assurance with themselves. Individuals view
themselves through the looking-glass self—individuals’ view of themselves through others’
imagined eyes (Cooley 1902)—in order to ascertain how their interactions will likely be judged
by others as appropriate or inappropriate. Individuals attend to others’ apparent experiences of
somatic (in)security and do interactional work to develop relationships of familiarity with others
through which others may interpret their interactions as benign. Individuals also consider how
their bodies are sexualized by others by viewing themselves in the Berotic looking-glass^
(Waskul 2002): individuals’ perceptions of how others’ sexualize their bodies, which shapes
their views of their own bodies. Extending the concept of the erotic looking-glass, I reveal how
individuals view their own bodies through the erotic looking-glass in order to present their bodies
in ways that they believe particular others will judge as appropriate. Furthermore, individuals
strategically place themselves in interactions with particular others whose mirrors they expect to
generate certain affective states in themselves, such as assurance with their bodies. While few
studies have examined how individuals attend to and work to adapt others’ affective states
(Thoits 1996), the concept of somatic (in)security reveals that affect is a resource that individuals
use in interaction to develop certain relationships with themselves and others as well as to judge
and justify interactions as appropriate or inappropriate.

Methods: Inside the Erotic Arts Club

In 2012 and 2013, I conducted two years of participant observation at weekly sensual figure
drawing sessions, which I call the Salon, held in the Storyville Social Club, a pseudonym for a
private erotic arts club. The Salon provided an ideal case study for revealing the concept of
somatic (in)security in three respects. First, judgments of appropriateness regarding
sexualization were especially visible, as talk about the body was often explicit in this setting,
unlike traditional figure drawing sessions, which are usually silent (Phillips 2006). Artists
often verbalized appreciation for models sensuality by describing the models’ poses, costumes,
and certain body parts as Bsexy,^ Bsensual,^ or Bbeautiful.^ Second, I used observations of and
interviews with models and artists to examine how models negotiated their bodily presence
and how artists responded to this presence. This allowed me to analyze how individuals
interpreted judgments of appropriateness through talk about the body and bodily comportment
that was directed at both their own bodies and others’ bodies. Third, the sensual figure drawing
was distinct from traditional figure drawing sessions in that the models held flirtatious Bpin-
up^ poses and wore burlesque costumes which they gradually stripped out of between poses,
creating the impression of a punctuated strip-tease. Therefore, the sensual figure drawing
session was a spinoff of the more conventional setting of a traditional figure drawing class,
requiring individuals to adapt, but not upend, their perceived social norms of the situation and
revise their interactions accordingly. In this setting, individuals negotiated ambiguity over
certain kinds of interactions relating to others’ judgments of appropriateness regarding
sexualization, as the owners neither explicitly told the artists how to interact with the models
or nor instructed the models as to how to pose for the artists.

Marie, a professional burlesque dancer, and her husband, Freddie, owned the Storyville
Social Club, where they hosted amateur burlesque dance classes, a performing burlesque
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troupe, the Salon, and other events. The burlesque troupe provided models for the Salon. At
each session, the model would pose for two hours, moving from shorter to longer poses, with
breaks in between poses to socialize. Like exotic dancers (Egan 2005), the models
used stage names. The models, all of who were female, ranged in age from their
mid-twenties to mid-forties, varied widely in body type, and were predominately
white. Only one model had previous figure modeling experience. I observed two
female artists and six male artists regularly, of whom five were white, two were
Latino, and one was Asian. The artists worked professionally in the arts, such as
graphic design or illustration, and ranged in age from their late twenties through late fifties.
Most had discovered the club through word of mouth, shared professions, and
common interests in comic books and burlesque. All of the artists and models
presented themselves as heterosexual and many were married or in committed rela-
tionships. Frommy interactions with artists’ andmodels’ partners and conversations with artists
and models about their partners, these partners appeared to support artists’ and models’
participation in the club.

I participated fully as an artist in the Salon by figure drawing and socializing with the other
members during the sessions and afterwards at a nearby bar. The Salon was open to the public
when I began my participant observation, but became private six months later, open only to
club members and their guests, due to the increasing exclusivity of the membership structure.
By that time, I had already become a member of the club. The artists accepted my dual role as
an artist and a researcher, although they treated me primarily as a fellow artist. As one of the
few female artists and the youngest artist in the group, I was an outlier among the artists;
however, my gender did not seem to be a significant distraction, as sexual attention tended to
be focused on the nude model rather than the female artists. In fact, my assumed heterosex-
uality and cisgendered feminine appearance facilitated entrée into the club, as Freddie stated
that he was less concerned about female members behaving with improper sexual etiquette
toward the models and because the models were not concerned that I would make sexual
advances toward them.

After one year of participant observation, I conducted eighteen in-depth, semi-
structured interviews, including nine interviews with artists, eight of who were regular
attendees at the Salon and one who participated in the group art show, seven
interviews with models, and interviews with Freddie and Marie. Most interviews
lasted between one and two hours and were audio recorded. During interviews, I
probed about particular occurrences that I witnessed at the club and discussed their
broader interpretations of sensuality and appropriateness in this setting. In my analysis,
I triangulated subjects’ talk about the body and bodily comportment in the Storyville Social
Club with their assertions of judgments and affective states related to these interactions in
interviews. In this way, I inferred how individuals likely perceived and felt about these
interactions as well as analyzed these observed interactions and subjects’ claims about these
interactions. All names are pseudonyms, with fictitious stage names for the models in order to
retain authenticity.

To analyze this data, I transcribed these interviews and coded the interviews and fieldnotes
in ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data analysis program. I initially entered the fieldsite to discover
how models and artists established boundaries between non-sexual, sensual, and sexual
interaction; therefore, I was attuned to issues concerning sexuality and the body from the
beginning of fieldwork. I soon recognized models’ and artists’ preoccupation with being
judged as not Bcreepy^ by others. I developed codes inductively during the course of fieldwork
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and interviewing, and I recoded the data after fieldwork. I coded all interactions in which
individuals expressed attentiveness to their own or others’ judgments of appropriateness
regarding sexualization. Reviewing this data, I created sub-codes that identified the ways in
which individuals attended and adhered to these judgments of appropriateness. From this
analysis, affective states of comfort and uneasiness emerged as salient, and I developed the
concept of somatic (in)security.

Analysis: Developing Somatic (in)Security

In the following analysis, I first investigate the ways in which artists and models judged their
own and others’ actions as appropriate or inappropriate by drawing upon what I term
Binteractional awareness.^ Interactional awareness is composed of (1) Bsituational awareness^
of norms applied within certain spatial-temporal frames and norms of communication within
these frames; (2) Bcategorical awareness^ of one’s own and others’ orientations toward
particular social categories attached to others; and (3) Brelational awareness^ of the dynamics
between specific individuals developed over time. I examine the relationship between inter-
actional awareness and somatic security. Artists and models experienced somatic (in)security
based on their perceptions of situational norms and social categories. Moreover, artists and
models formed affective orientations toward each other by developing relationships over time,
judging and justifying future interactions as appropriate or inappropriate through these lenses.
Second, I reveal how somatic (in)security is experienced in relation to one’s perceptions of
one’s own body in interaction. Models experienced somatic (in)security by viewing their
bodies through the looking glass of artists’ imagined eyes. They felt comfort or unease based
on their judgment of artists’ perceptions of their poses, rather than the poses themselves, and
they chose their poses accordingly. Third, I illustrate salience of somatic (in)security in
interaction through a case in which an artist was expelled from the club for allegedly
interacting inappropriately with the models. This artist failed both to attend to codes of conduct
based on situational dynamics and to foster others’ somatic security toward him by building
relationships of familiarity over time. Artists and models judged and justified this artist’s
actions as inappropriate with reference to their and others’ somatic insecurity toward the artist.

BDon’t be Creepy^: Negotiating Somatic Security through Interactional Awareness

When the owners of the Storyville Social Club, Freddie and Marie, began the Salon, they
sought a balance between the sexual sterility of traditional figure drawing classes and the
provocative explicitness of strip clubs. In an interview, Freddie described: BWe wanted to say,
come draw… but we are making it OK to look at these models, these people as people, as
sexual beings, to consider them sensually.^ However, Freddie vehemently asserted, both in his
interview with me and repeatedly during the Salon, that the Storyville Social Club was not a
Bsex club.^ In turn, these vetted artists, who often learned of the club through their participa-
tion in the larger burlesque subculture, claimed that they were attracted to the Salon for its
sensual, but not salacious, atmosphere. Tanya, a heterosexual female artist, explained that she
began participating in the Salon to revive her waning libido:

I started coming to [the Salon] as I was going through menopause and losing my sexual
desire…So I thought, well, maybe if I just keep placing myself in these sensual
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environments it can kind of keep that part of me alive, and so that is why I choose to
draw there. I am sure I could find other places to draw, but there is that little sexual
charge of energy around, and it is really nice.

Tanya asserted that she was attracted by the sensual mood at the club, rather than by an
explicit sexual attraction to the models. Other artists expressed a desire for sensual settings in
which they could interact with other artists who took pleasure in the Bsoft^ sexuality of
burlesque and pin-up nudes, without being explicitly sexual aroused (i.e. getting an erection).
Evan, a married artist whose wife occasionally modeled for the Salon, explained that he
appreciated Bthe experience of being there for a few hours and being able to talk to other
artists, or other people that enjoy burlesque or pin-up or, you know, all things sexy.^

To strike this tenuous balance of sensuality, Freddie and Marie did not stipulate the rules of
conduct; rather, they vetted members whom they expected to act according to their unspoken
rules of propriety and allowed these members to negotiate their own conduct in interaction.
Freddie elaborated: BWe try to create the atmosphere that lends itself to behaving yourself…If
you are here for the wrong reasons, where you are going to cause a problem, you just sort of
understand when you show up that it is not cool and that you would be better off someplace
else.^ For Freddie and Marie, members’ ability to act appropriately without being explicitly
told how to behave was a litmus test for their belonging in the club. Moreover, these rules
could not be made explicit, because the rules were not universal, but varied within particular
situations. As Freddie asserted, BThere are rules…but we also like to break those.^

During interviews, the artists claimed that the overarching rule at the club was, BDon’t be
creepy.^ However, this rule did not prescribe what actions one was and was not permitted to
take; instead, it specified an impression of oneself that one must not give off to others. Thus,
the artists faced the problem of expressing proper appreciation for the models’ sensuality while
being judged as acting appropriately. In the absence of explicit and universal rules, artists and
models relied upon their multifaceted Binteractional awareness,^ through which they devel-
oped somatic (in)security toward others over time and used these affective orientations to
judge and justify interactions as appropriate or inappropriate.

Situational Awareness

The artists perceived their own and others’ judgments of appropriateness to vary in time and
space and adapted their actions accordingly. During the sessions, certain norms applied. Artists
looked back and forth from the model’s body to their sketchpad while drawing, but would not
stare at a model for the whole pose without drawing. They occasionally moved around the
room at the beginning of a pose so as to vary the angles at which they drew the model, but
would not reposition themselves so that they could see between the model’s legs. Artists
predominantly interacted with the model by making small talk or by complimenting her
costume and pose as Bsexy^ or Bbeautiful.^

Outside of the sessions, different norms slid into place. As the model dressed or undressed at
the side of the stage before and after the session, the artists generally avoided any interaction
with her by not speaking to her and even averting their gaze, as this was understood
to be, literally, Bbackstage^ (Goffman 1974). On occasions when the model joined
artists at a nearby bar after the session, the model, dressed in street clothes, engaged in
conversation with the rest of the artists and the artists treated her as another member of the
group. For example, during these outings, one model, who was a graphic designer, would often
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engage in lengthy conversations about graphic design software and techniques with the artists
who were graphic designers.

Furthermore, artists always referred to the models by their burlesque stage names inside the
club and when socializing at the bar after the session, signifying that they were in a sensual
setting; however, artists sometimes referred to the models by their actual names when
interacting with them alone outside of the club, indicating that they were interacting in a
non-sensual setting. Before one session, I saw Evan in a coffee shop, who told me he
was meeting with Rachel. BWho?^ I asked. Evan explained to me that Rachel was the
name of the model Kitty. Evan further legitimated his use of her real name by telling
me that, because Rachel had signed all of her emails to him with her real name, he
followed her lead by referring to her as Rachel only outside of the club. By being
responsive to norms in various settings, the artists demonstrated to others that they were able to
recognize changes in situational frames and that they were adept at acting appropriately with
reference to these frames. Thus, attending to situational dynamics did not only involve
acting according to norms in one situation; rather, by acting in accordance to varying
norms across a range of situations, individuals displayed to others that they were appropriate
individuals in general and could, therefore, be trusted to act appropriately in the fluid context of
future interactions.

Within the situational frame of the session, the artists conversed in a particular interactional
style that was conducive to expressing appreciation with the models’ sensuality without being
perceived as a Bcome-on^ to the models. In particular, jokes by male artists often
asserted male sexuality as the deficient counterpoint to female sexuality. On several
occasions, Freddie or one of the male artists stood on the stage and mimed unbuttoning their
shirts, pretending to be the model for the evening, to the mock chagrin of the other artists.
During one session, the model posed in an ornate chair, wearing white patent leather
stilettos, white fishnet stockings, and a vintage lace shawl, daintily crossing her long
legs over one of the armrests. After the pose, one of the artists continued to work on
his sketch. Freddie sat in the model’s chair, struggling in his jeans to cross his
inflexible legs over the armrest as she had done, his portly frame twisted comically in the seat,
saying: BI’ll just give you a chance to finish.^ Freddie juxtaposed his body with that
of the model, illustrating the disjuncture between the soft sensuality of the female
form and the ungainly gracelessness of the male form. In effect, this was a compliment
by contrast.

Artists may have joked in this way with the intention of fostering a lighthearted
environment; however, it is notable that the artists never joked about the female body,
while the male body was the frequent butt of jokes. On another occasion, a model
distributed erasers shaped like penises to the artists as a gag, eliciting a barrage of
lewd jokes from the artists, such as BChad stuck his penis in my ear^ and BMy penis
is so small.^ Jokes about the male form in implicit comparison to the female form
communicated appreciation for the models’ sensual femininity with a Blaudatory
degree of detachment^ (Emerson 1970, 89) that models and artists found mutually
agreeable. Artists’ use of humor allowed them to create a mood that bolstered and solidified a
group culture in which models’ bodies were portrayed as objects of generalized desire, rather
than objects of humor. Artists constructed a setting that was distinct from a traditional figure
drawing class, while also impressing upon the models and other artists that they were not
Bcreeps^ who would make explicit Bcome-ons.^ In doing so, they displayed that models could
have somatic security toward them.
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Categorical Awareness

Within situational frames, artists and models judged their interactions with others as appro-
priate or inappropriate based on their normative expectations attached to particular social
categories. Individuals entered the interaction primed with affective orientations of comfort or
unease toward certain social categories, such as such as gender and marital status, as well as
their perceptions of others’ affective orientations toward these social categories. In interviews,
the artists identified two additional general rules: no touching the models and no commenting
explicitly on the models’ bodies. In practice, these rules were flexibly observed based
individuals’ social categories. While female artists still avoided commenting on or touching
more explicitly sexualized body parts, such as the models’ breasts or buttocks, models
validated female artists as having more leeway in applying the rules, as they were exempt
from being deemed Bcreepy.^ As a full-figured model, Dolly, explained:

It mostly depends how well I know the person. Because if you’re a woman, sadly, the
way my mind works, I’m not offended by [comments on my body]. I take it as a great
compliment. From a man, I think I question first where they’re coming from, and if their
intentions are good, then I take it as a compliment, and I’m happy.

Dolly stated that she perceived the female artists’ actions as appropriate, because she
immediately assumed they did not have lascivious intentions. In turn, the female artists
asserted that they felt more freedom in commenting on the models’ bodies and touching the
models. As Tanya reported:

I will say the stuff that everybody is thinking. Again it comes back to having been
around beautiful women my whole life, and we can acknowledge one another for our
beauty and be comfortable with that. But when a male does that, it could make a female
feel uncomfortable, or somehow they could misconstrue it as a come-on.

Tanya tended to be the most effusive artist in praising the models during the session,
frequently exclaiming, Bgorgeous^ or Blovely,^ as well as occasionally commenting on the
models’ body parts, making remarks such as Bbeautiful neck^ or Bnice feet.^ Another female
artist, Julie, stated that she had more liberty in physically readjusting the models’ poses: BI
always ask the models if I can touch them, but I felt more comfortable…The men, when they
are setting up positions, probably do feel like they have to take a step back, and I don’t feel like
I have to…[It is assumed that] I am not threatening or creepy.^ Similarly, as a female artist, I
sometimes physically helped models adjust their poses and rearranged pillows or fabrics
around models’ bodies once they were in position. Additionally, as a female sociologist, I
was able to ask the models potentially sensitive questions during interviews, such as discussing
the exposure of their vulvas during poses, without eliciting visible discomfort, while these
questions may have been perceived as inappropriate had I been male. Female artists and
models justified instances of female artists touching or talking about models’ bodies as
appropriate, because they Bfelt^ more comfortable due to the artists’ and models’ shared
gender, as models claimed somatic security toward female artists and female artists presumed
models’ somatic security toward them.

While female artists expressed having more latitude in acting in ways others would likely
judge as appropriate, male artists were also expected to recognize these differing gender
norms. During one session, a brief moment of tension arose when a new model asked for a
pillow to prop against her back during a reclining pose. Julie began looking for pillows near
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one of the couches, while Nathan, a graphic designer in his twenties, stood a few feet from the
model, holding a pillow. Evan said to Nathan, BLet’s have Julie hand off the pillows,^
signaling that only a female artist should approach the new model. When Nathan did not
move immediately, Evan repeated himself more loudly. Nathan then handed Julie the pillow
and walked back to his seat, explaining to Evan and the rest of the group, BI was just going to
hand it to Julie.^ Nathan asserted that he was cognizant of these gender norms, reassuring
others that he was actively working to maintain others’ somatic security by being aware of
relational dynamics and calibrating his actions accordingly.

Male artists also leveraged their own social categories in order to be judged as acting
appropriately. Most of the artists were in relationships and, to my knowledge, all of their
partners knew of their participation in the Salon and certain partners had modeled at the Salon.
Some male artists claimed that they purposely mentioned their spouses to the models in order
to reduce the risk of being perceived as inappropriate. Evan, who was married and had a young
daughter, stated: BI always really try to make a point of bringing up my wife and daughter a lot
if I don’t know someone real well, because I feel like it [shows] that I like women, I don’t prey
on them.^ In the absence of a preexisting relationship by which the model might feel somatic
security toward him, Evan reported that he used his marital status in order to signal that he was
the kind of person who had benign intentions and, therefore, that the models should have
somatic security toward him. Categorical awareness influenced individuals’ somatic security
toward others more strongly when individuals lacked affective orientations toward others
based on past interactions that they could use to judge and justify the interaction as appropriate
or inappropriate.

Additionally, Freddie gave privileged access to women and couples so as to create a space
in which models were primed to judge others as not interested in sexual pursuit and could feel
somatic security toward others. He explained his preference for club members who were men
in relationships or females:

It has nothing to do with howmuch money you make. It has nothing to do with your race
or your gender, except that I tend to like women around here more than men, and not
because I am a straight man, but becausewomen tend to, in general, exhibit the things that
are appropriate for this room: wanting to be sexual, wanting to be open sexually, but
without upsetting the balance. Men easily upset the balance...men tend to be sexually
clumsy, they’ll say the wrong thing...I like with the new membership stuff we have had a
lot of women sign up…I like couples signing up, it makes me really happy. And I am a
little nervous when guys start signing up by themselves, because then I sort of automat-
ically start having to ask myself if you are going to upset the balance here.

For Freddie, this tenuous Bbalance^ turned upon members obliquely displaying apprecia-
tion for an overarching sensual mood and the sexiness of the models, without seeking physical
arousal from or sexual interactions with the models. Freddie viewed single men as most likely
to Bupset the balance^ with behavior that others would consider inappropriate. Individuals in
this suspect social category had to do more interactional work to prove themselves as
appropriate and secure others’ somatic security toward them.

Relational Awareness

While perceptions of preexisting social categories primed artists and models to experience
somatic (in)security toward certain individuals, these norms were not applied to situations in
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isolation; rather, individuals developed somatic (in)security over time toward particular others.
Interactions were colored with affective orientations toward others—based on these social
categories and previous interactions with the individual—by which they judged and justified
future interactions as appropriate or inappropriate. For example, one night when Evan, an
artist, entered the club, Dolly, a model who was friends with Evan, initiated a hug. Once her
arms were raised, Evan reciprocated the embrace, and her bare breasts pressed against his
jacket from within her untied silk robe. During an interview, Tim, a married video game
designer, legitimated this interaction: BI think the unstated overall idea is, ‘Don’t be creepy.’
But, depending on the model, sometimes someone will say something a little risqué.^ Tim
further explained: BI noticed the club has a lot of hugging …but it is not like you are going to
come for the first time and hug the model after the end of the session. These friendships and
relationships get formed over time.^ Tim claimed that the interaction was appropriate based on
the relationship between the actors.

On another evening, an artist, Alonso, a single artist in his thirties, asked Dolly, who was
friends with Alonso as well, BHave you been working out? You look really great.^With a huge
smile and slight blush, Dolly replied that she had been working out and thanked him, saying,
BThat makes me feel really great.^ Reflecting on the incident, Alonso noted that he would not
have been comfortable saying that to any other model: BI have to have a rapport…[otherwise]
it feels weird.^ In an interview, Dolly maintained that she had taken the comment as a
compliment, because she knew Alonso well; therefore, she thought that the comment was
made with the Bright intentions.^ Both Alonso and Dolly justified their judgment of the
interaction as appropriate with reference to their preexisting relationship characterized by
affective comfort.

Models’ somatic security toward individual others—built on a backdrop of pre-established
relationships reinforced by norms of social categories—provided a buffer of comfort which
allowed artists to recover from minor infelicities in interactional awareness. During an inter-
view, Pepper, a frequent model, explained, BI think there are people who get really close to the
line, but I think it’s because they assume a familiarity with me and other models…They feel like
they know me, so they feel they are friends, so that’s why they get a little close or are chummy,
so I don’t take it personally.^ Pepper recalled an incident in which an artist acted with this kind
of assumed familiarity while Pepper was finishing several emails for work before a session:

I was very clearly not interacting with everyone, like I was sitting away, I was working,
and he came over and started asking questions about what I was doing and kind of hand
on my shoulder and stuff, and I think I’m an assertive enough person where I’m able to
give off really clear body signals and make it really clear when it’s OK to approach
me…I said, BHey, I’m working right now. I’ll be out and interacting with you guys in a
few minutes, if you don’t mind.^ And they totally got the memo.

Pepper alleged that the artist had breached the situational norm by touching her and
speaking to her with warm familiarity when she perceived herself to be Bbackstage^
(Goffman 1974). The artists’ relational awareness of familiarity with Pepper had apparently
overridden his situational awareness; however, because Pepper already experienced somatic
security toward the artist, based on their familiarity in previous interactions, she judged the
interaction as misguided, but benign. When artists acted in ways that models perceived were
inappropriate due to their pre-established familiarity, models tended to afford them the benefit
of the doubt, citing good intentions; therefore, these breaches were quickly repaired with little
lasting damage to the artist’s reputation or the club’s social fabric.
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Relationships between individual participants were colored by the overarching status
hierarchy within the club, as individuals experienced somatic security toward core members
by virtue of these members’ strong relational ties with others. These statuses were
built less upon standard measures of success, such as income, than upon showing
group belonging through Bsubcultural capital,^ the cultural knowledge particular to a
subculture (Thornton 1995). For example, some artists worked in graphic design jobs
that, while low paying, were seen as marks of artistic seriousness, and they frequently
discussed graphic design techniques during the session. Furthermore, many artists
socialized with each other and the models through their participation in the larger
burlesque community. Most importantly, Freddie and Marie granted certain group
members privileged status by entrusting these members with the role of group leader
in Freddie and Marie’s absence. When Freddie and Marie were unavailable, they often
conferred the role of proxy leader to Evan, who would unlock and lock the club with
his extra set of keys, position the lighting, introduce new models to the group, and
keep the time for each pose. In doing so, Evan signaled to the models and other
artists that Freddie and Marie judged him to be a highly trustworthy member. In an
interview, Evan explained how his role as proxy leader engendered more somatic security with
the models:

Sometimes I will open up, or I will close up, or I will run a show and do the
sounds and the lights and clean up the joint and stuff. So yeah, I am on the
bench. But I think that goes a long way, like when the models who come don’t know me
real well see how comfortable Freddie and especially Marie are with me and that I am a
trusted person to them.

Core members were aware that their intragroup status primed models’ somatic security
toward them, especially when the female owner, Marie, displayed her trust in them. This gave
them assurance that the models would judge their actions as appropriate. Indeed, the models
frequently named Evan and other core artists as the artists with whom they felt most
comfortable. Status within the group was a temporal feature of interaction, as members tended
to move toward the club’s innermost circle of trusted members over time, which, in turn,
afforded more intragroup status.

In an Bopen awareness context^ individuals mutually believe that both their perceptions of
the other’s identity as well as their perceptions of the other’s perceptions of their own
identity—what Cooley (1902) called a Blooking-glass self^—are accurate (Glaser and
Strauss 1964). When individuals felt increased familiarity with others—either through their
own past interactions or, by proxy, through the other’s visibly close relationship with core
group members and leaders—they experienced an Bopen awareness context^ in which they
assumed that their perceptions were not only accurate but also aligned with a
favorable view of the other and themselves in the other’s eyes. Artists were aware
of this dynamic and thus drew upon familiarity and intragroup status within interac-
tions to assert their Bgood intentions.^ They acted with more leeway, such as by complimenting
the models’ bodies or touching the models, when they alleged more Brapport^ between
themselves and the models, built on past familiarity and intragroup status. Models
legitimated these interactions as appropriate by referring to their somatic security in
the interaction, arising within the backdrop of their preexisting relationships. Furthermore, the
models publically welcomed these interactions, which displayed to others their apparent
somatic security toward particular artists.
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BSitting Spread-Eagle^: Experiencing Somatic Security through the Looking-Glass

Like the artists, models interacted without explicit or universal rules of conduct, such as
directions about how to pose. The models not only developed somatic security toward
particular artists, but also sought to develop their own somatic security toward themselves.
The models asserted that the Salon was a venue in which they could become more comfortable
with and confident about their own bodies by posing in ways that they thought looked Bsexy^
and having that sexiness reflected back to them through the Berotic looking-glass^ (Waskul
2002) of the artists’ sketches. They chose poses that they judged to flatter their bodies, as
Pepper explained: BFor someone like me, I don’t have a typical quote unquote model-esque
body, so I am always thinking very carefully when I am posing, ‘What would enhance an
hourglass shape, or what would complement my curves?’^ During breaks, the models walked
around the room to view the artists’ sketches, pausing over and complimenting those that they
particularly liked, which sometimes prompted artists to give their sketches to the models.
Some models explained that their slowly developed comfort with their bodies allowed them to
appreciate the more realistic sketches, which, in turn, reaffirmed these affective states of
assurance with their bodies, as Belle stated: BIt took a long time for me to be comfortable
with the shape of my body…I really like the more realistic ones.^ Others gravitated toward the
cartoon-style sketches that rendered their bodies more conventionally attractive by exaggerat-
ing their sexual features. Dolly confessed:

Every time [Alonso] draws me I have these ridiculously huge boobs that don’t really
exist and the tiniest little waist…I go back and forth trying to be proud of my body and
accepting it, but at the same time wishing things could be different…I notice that I’m
more proud or more excited about the [drawings] that are really exaggerated.

Like women who describe pole dancing classes and recreational burlesque dancing as
empowering activities (Regehr 2012; Whitehead and Kutz 2009), the models explained
sensual posing among trusted others as increasing their body confidence, as they saw
themselves through the sometimes flatteringly distorted mirrors of the artists’ eyes. Most of
the models had only posed at the Salon, claiming that they strategically chose the Salon
because, as Cherry, a regular model, said, Bthere is that core group of artists [with whom] you
develop a trust level.^ The models experienced somatic security toward the artists, and they
used their somatic security with the artists as a resource to view themselves through a desirable
erotic looking-glass (Waskul 2002) both within and beyond the Salon.

Furthermore, the models sought to view themselves as acting appropriately by posing in
ways that they expected the artists to judge as Bsensual^ but not pornographic. The models
explained that sensual poses required navigating between the Blyrical,^ nonsexual poses they
associated with traditional figure drawing sessions and Bpornographic^ poses, mediating
between these extremes by being both Belegant^ and Bsexy.^ Despite a concurrence in the
models’ descriptions of their poses as Bsensual,^ these accounts of sensuality translated into
different physical poses during the figure drawing sessions. Some models stated that porno-
graphic poses meant touching themselves in sexually explicit ways. For example, Cherry
stated: BYou’re never going to catch me adopting a pose as if you caught me in the middle of
masturbating.^ For others, exposing one’s vulva to the artists crossed the line. Pepper asserted
that she would avoid spread-legged poses, saying: BI still think genitalia is weird. I don’t think
it’s so beautiful that we need to get up close and draw it.^ However, even the models’
definitions of what constituted exposing the vulva varied. For example, while Pepper
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explained that she was uncomfortable with any exposure of her vulva, Trixie, a newer model,
claimed that, while she would expose her vulva in a spread-legged pose, she would consider
spreading apart her labia with her fingers to be inappropriate. Like the artists, models
legitimized their actions as appropriate not by reference to universally prohibited
actions, but in terms of how they expected their intentions to be interpreted by others. For
example, Dolly explained that other models could display their vulvas appropriately, while she
could not:

When Marie does [a spread-legged pose] there’s something about it. She comes off as a
strong person who is owning her body. I feel like if I were to do it, I would be pretending
to be a strong person who is owning their body, but really is somebody who is trying to
push the limits.

Dolly claimed that when some of the other models exposed their vulvas, it communicated
sexual ownership of their bodies, which others would likely judge as sensual, while, if she
were to do the same pose, it would communicate being sexually explicit for the sake of being
sexually explicit, which others would likely deem to be pornographic. She stated that if she
were to pose spread-legged, it would reveal her to be an insecure about her body, which would
seem inappropriate in a sensual figure drawing class. Peering through the erotic looking-glass
(Waskul 2002), Dolly saw the artists becoming uneasy as a result of viewing Dolly experienc-
ing apparent somatic insecurity.

Moreover, the models asserted concerns that if their poses were seen as too sexually
explicit, they might be deemed Bcreepy^ by the artists. In order to mitigate this threat, new
models explained that they attended to their impressions of the artists, rather than relying
merely on their preconceptions of the environment. Lavender, a former traditional figure
model, said that she expected the Salon to feature poses in which she was Bflashing all of
[her] genitals simultaneously^ and Bputting [her] hands on [her] body suggestively;^ however,
when she first came to the Salon, she described wondering whether it was indeed as distinct
from posing in academic figure drawing sessions as she had anticipated and questioning
whether the sensual poses that she had envisioned would be well-received:

I actually felt a little bit inhibited from presenting what I expected to be presenting,
because I was just like, these are just the same artists; these are my Saturday afternoon
[traditional figure drawing] folks. What’s going to happen? Are they going to be
embarrassed? Is this actually what they are expecting? Am I being creepy and pervy?

Lavender asserted that, based on her assessment of the artists as the same kind of people as
traditional figure drawers, she worried that she would be judged as inappropriate. She stated
that presence of female artists caused her additional ambivalence:

Not that women shouldn’t be interested in drawing erotic stuff—that I get. But it’s that
quasi-sexual come-on that comes with the presentation. I feel less confident that I’m
doing the program, whatever that thing is, when it’s not directed explicitly directed at
men, because I think I understand that. But then I’m like, there are also women, and
what’s their role? What’s my role for them?

While models experienced more somatic security toward women, new models were
occasionally ambivalent about how to pose sensually for artists who ostensibly were not
sexually attracted to females. Lavender further explained that, not wanting to be perceived as
inappropriate by either the male or female artists, she waited until after the session to privately
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ask Evan, with whom she was friends, if her poses had been too sexually explicit, and he
assured her that they were not. Feeling more confident, she said that she now felt she could
Bpush the envelope further.^ During the next session, she and another model enacted poses
from the Kama Sutra to the seemingly unanimous approval of the artists, who declared the
session a great success.

The artists rarely explicitly questioned whether the models’ poses were appropriate;
however, after one session in which a first-time model had posed on her hands and knees
with an arched back, revealing her vulva to the artists, Freddie approached Julie, Evan, and me
to ask how we felt about the recent sessions with some of the newer models. Julie hesitated
before saying, BI have gotten the sense that some of the models that haven’t been to the Salon
before feel like they have to go all out, because it’s the Salon, and do some super explicit
poses, because that is what they think we expect, even if it’s not.^ Evan agreed.

For both artists and models, the dilemma regarding poses centered on how to keep both
parties Bcomfortable^ with the situation. Models could claim that a pose was appropriate for
another model but inappropriate for themselves, because they did not allege appropriateness to
be based on the action itself, but instead on their comfort or unease with the action. These
affective states of assurance or shame toward their own bodily comportment were refracted
through the erotic looking-glass (Waskul 2002) of artists’ imagined judgments of appropriate-
ness, eliciting models’ somatic (in)security toward the artists. At times, models found this
erotic looking-glass too foggy, and they had to confirm their perceptions of others’ judgments
of appropriateness explicitly with trusted others. In turn, the artists stated that if the models
posed explicitly for the sake of being explicit, then the artists would be Bcreeps^ for making
the models uncomfortable, even if this discomfort was only due to the models’ false percep-
tions of the artists’ expectations. The artists expressed that they feared that the models would
judge the situation as inappropriate, not because of the artists’ actions, but because the models
felt somatic insecurity toward the artists. Both the artists and models justified their and others’
actions as appropriate when they perceived others in the situation to experience somatic
security toward them; in contrast, they expressed seeing themselves as potential Bcreeps^
when they feared unintentionally contaminating the situation with somatic insecurity.

BBetween a Rock and a Hard Place^: Provoking Somatic Insecurity

This smooth face of interaction was occasionally threatened. During interviews, when I asked
the artists what constituted inappropriate behavior, many artists simply gave a name: Bob. Bob
was a stout, single, middle-aged man with glasses, denuded of all body hair due to cancer.
Instead of socializing with the artists and models, Bob hovered quietly at the periphery of the
circle during breaks and left quickly at the end of the session rather than joining others at the
bar. He often made requests to models to change their posture or strike a particular pose, and
when a pose evidently displeased him, he would not draw, but would sit, frowning, with his
arms crossed. This behavior purportedly made both the artists and the models uneasy, and they
described him as Bruining the laidbackness^ of the Storyville Social Club, remarking deri-
sively that this was not Bthe Bob Social Club.^

Rather than attending to his interactional awareness and seeking to develop others’ somatic
security toward him accordingly, Bob sought to act appropriately at the Salon by referencing
explicit rules of conduct. Because no such rules could be given, as judgments of appropriate-
ness varied with fluid interactional dynamics, he was continually confounded by the situation.
During a car ride after one session, Bob described feeling Bstuck between a rock and a hard
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place.^ He explained that, on the one hand, he wished to speak to the models, but was not sure
what was appropriate to say, while, on the other hand, he feared that in saying nothing, he
would be seen as the Bquiet, creepy guy.^ He confided in me that he was confused as to how to
act appropriately, because these rules were not explicitly stipulated:

It was never really discussed how to act. I mean there is the obvious: no pictures, no
touching. You’ve got that. Outside of that, it really was open. So, that is something that I
still think they should tell you upfront…what you can and cannot ask. Or how to
approach the models…How am I supposed to talk to them? Do we leave them alone at
break? What do we do?

Bob claimed that he had asked Freddie and others at the club, including the models, to
articulate these standards, feeling that he did not have the skills to negotiate these interactions
on his own: BI just said, ‘I am not sure on how I’m supposed to behave’…I wasn’t sure what
the drill was.^ He complained that no one had responded by giving him definitive standards of
behavior at the club. Bob failed to recognize that there was no Bdrill,^ no universal standards
of appropriateness to explicate, because appropriateness was only judged in reference to
specific relationships in the context of particular interactions.

At the end of one session, Bob approached the attractive, curvaceous model, Daisy. Daisy
was wearing flesh-colored underwear that he had found difficult to draw, because the
underwear appeared to blend with her skin from afar. Taking the model aside, Bob told her
that she had a nice figure. He then asked her if she could pose on the swing wearing darker
underwear that would not blend with her skin tone during the next session. The interaction
made Daisy uncomfortable, and she issued a complaint to Freddie. This was the final straw. As
it was the fourth complaint from models that Freddie had received, he sent an email to Bob,
barring him from all events at the Storyville Social Club.

Freddie later explained to me: B[He would] say things that would make the girls really
uncomfortable…If you are disturbing it for [the models], you are eventually going to disturb it
for other people who are showing up and trying to enjoy themselves.^ Freddie asserted that
Bob’s interactions with the models were inappropriate because the models experienced
somatic insecurity toward him, and that these affective states of uneasiness could provoke a
general discomfort with the situation. When discussing the event with me privately, Evan
noted that the offense was not so much the comments themselves, but how and where they
were delivered, as Bob had cornered the model, speaking seriously and softly to her.
This manner of commenting carried too much gravitas, running counter to the social
norm of addressing sexuality through mild jokes and vague compliments. As Marc
explained: BHe said a few things during class, and I would get a little uncomfortable,
because—I don’t know if it really got personal—but it felt personal.^ Marc justified his
judgment of Bob’s interactions within the Salon as inappropriate not on the basis of the actions
themselves, but with reference to on his uneasiness with how Bob interacted with the models—
a vicarious somatic insecurity.

Moreover, the comments were deemed inappropriate by both the model and other artists,
because Bob failed to establish others’ somatic security toward him through relationships of
familiarity. As a single, socially awkward male, he was more susceptible to being judged as
inappropriate, and he did not mitigate these circumstances by engaging socially with the
models and artists in other situations. The models and artists judged and justified these
interactions as inappropriate because they felt uneasy toward Bob. In turn, the owner and
artists judged and justified these interactions as inappropriate both because the models alleged
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somatic insecurity toward Bob and because this somatic insecurity threatened to contaminate
the broader social setting.

In an interview after his expulsion, Bob slouched dourly at his kitchen table, his jaw
shrouded with several days’ worth of stubble, complaining bitterly that he was never given any
warnings about his behavior before being expelled. Even in his expulsion, he continued to seek
explicit and universal rules of conduct, failing to grasp that judgments of appropriateness were
constituted within interaction against a backdrop of affective orientations toward specific
others. Bob did not understand that other artists with whom the models’ experienced somatic
security likely would have emerged unscathed from the same interaction that had dealt him a
socially fatal blow. By insufficiently attending the interactional dynamics of the situation and
neglecting the active work required for others to have somatic security toward him, Bob
unwittingly condemned himself to be judged as the creep that he feared.

Conclusion: Theorizing Somatic (in)Security

The analysis reveals how affective states of assurance/shame with oneself and comfort/unease
toward others mediate interactions concerning sexualization. Individuals’ awareness of inter-
actional dynamics—including situational, categorical, and relational awareness—orients their
somatic (in)security toward others and allows them to cultivate relationships by assessing
others’ somatic (in)security toward themselves. Somatic (in)security develops over time toward
particular others, casting an affective hue over future interactions which guides individuals’
judgments of appropriateness and can be used to further develop their relationships with others.
Affective states of assurance/shame with oneself and comfort/unease toward others are not
merely reactions to interactional dynamics that must be manipulated into socially appropriate
emotional displays in interaction; rather, these affective states, which are grounded in interac-
tional dynamics, are also a resource for judging and justifying interactions and for creating
relationships characterized by comfort/unease toward others and assurance/shame with oneself.
Sexualization is an ongoing relational process, continually mediated by affect in interaction.

This study analyzes somatic (in)security in sexualized interactions in and beyond sexual
fields, as individuals are aware of the potential for sexualizing others’ bodies and being
sexualized by others in diverse social settings, from locker rooms to city streets (Duneier
and Molotch 1999; Scott 2010). Because the body is omnipresent and intimately associated
with the self (Waskul 2002), the possibility of sexualization and the corresponding threat to the
social and physical self is always present to varying degrees. This renders the body socially
vulnerable. Individuals can exert influence over, but not completely control, their bodily
appearance and comportment, as in the case of bodily gaffes, such as tripping or belching in
social situations (Goffman 1959). Moreover, they cannot fully determine how others will
interact with their bodies. Individuals are aware that they can potentially experience somatic
(in)security in interaction, with women particularly likely to experience unease toward others
and shame toward themselves in sexualized interactions (Fishman 1978; Weinberg and
Williams 2010). Due to the vulnerability of the sexualized body paired with the uncertainties
surrounding appropriate sexualization, individuals both respond to sexualization with an
intensity of feeling and lean on affect to judge and justify sexualized interactions as appropriate
or inappropriate.

Interactional dynamics shape how somatic (in)security is used as a resource in interaction.
Situational, categorical, and relational awareness vary in salience in different situations. In
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judging and justifying their interactions as sexually appropriate or inappropriate, individuals
rely more heavily on situational awareness when interactions have narrower gaps in sexual
scripts and on categorical awareness when individuals strongly associate a particular social
category as safe or suspect. In contrast, when individuals have enduring, rather than transient,
interactions with particular others, they depend more upon relational awareness. Through
enduring interactions, individuals experience affective orientations toward others that color
judgments of others’ future actions. An individual who feels familiarity toward another is
likely to view future interactions with this person as comfortable, both because they afford the
person more leeway in bodily comportment and talk about the body and also because they are
likely to judge this person’s actions as benign, even in the face of occasional lapses of
situational and categorical awareness. In time, thick relational awareness becomes more salient
than categorical and situational awareness. Individuals are aware of this and work to increase
others’ somatic security toward them by developing relationships of familiarity.

Individuals also draw on somatic (in)security as a resource to judge and justify their
interactions as appropriate or inappropriate; however, their ability to use somatic (in)security
in justifying interactions as appropriate or inappropriate to others is unequally distributed.
Those who have statuses as safe individuals have greater influence in justifying interactions as
appropriate or inappropriate based on experiences of somatic (in)security, as others perceive
their affective responses to be valid and view them to be working to maintain a safe
interactional environment. Those who are perceived as more vulnerable to somatic insecurity,
such as nude women, also have more power to draw upon somatic (in)security to justify
interactions as appropriate or inappropriate, as these individuals risk experiencing shame
through the erotic looking-glass of others’ imagined eyes. When they communicate experi-
ences of somatic insecurity, this alone can justify the interaction as inappropriate in the eyes of
themselves and others, which may warrant the sanctioning of the perceived offender.

Individuals in the Storyville Social Club worked—successfully or unsuccessfully—to
engender somatic security toward themselves, thereby maintaining their status and power
within the group; however, individuals also use somatic insecurity as a resource to exert power
in more insidious ways. For example, sociological studies of workplace sexual harassment and
street harassment analyze affective experiences primarily in terms of victims’ coping mecha-
nisms and often attribute these unwanted advances to incongruent definitions of the situation or
status discrepancies (Denissen 2010; Tian and Deng 2015).McLaughlin et al. (2012) show that,
in the workplace, females more often experience sexual harassment from subordinate males,
rather than superior males, because men who feel emasculated by their professionally subor-
dinate positions seek to establish dominance. Similarly, Duneier andMolotch (1999) find that in
instances of street harassment, lower status men repeatedly make sexual advances to higher
status women, ignoring women’s tacit social cues that they wish to be left alone. Interpreting
sexual harassment through the concept of somatic insecurity illuminates how individuals
manipulate others’ affect to attempt to divest control. Moreover, it reveals that experiences of
unease can reorient status relations by coloring individuals’ affective orientations toward the
broader social setting and future interactions with individuals. Experiences of somatic insecu-
rity are not only responses to interactional dynamics, but also reshape interactional dynamics.

In sexualized interactions, somatic (in)security mediates how individuals judge and justify
interactions concerning sexualization as appropriate or inappropriate. In enduring interactions,
individuals develop orientations of somatic (in)security toward particular others. Over time,
individuals become collectively safe or suspect within groups, shaping how—and even
whether—individuals interact with others. The concept of somatic (in)security reveals how
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affect fills the gaps within sexual scripts. To understand how individuals judge appropriateness
in interactions that they perceive to be sexualized or potentially sexualized, sociologists must
attend to how individuals use affect as a resource to navigate the ambiguities of interaction.
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